Studying weakly connected oscillators leads to phase models. It has been proven recently that weakly connected oscillators with delayed interactions do not lead to phase models with time delays even when the delay is of the same order of magnitude as the period of oscillation. This results in a fading interest to such models. We prove here that if the interaction delay between weakly connected oscillators is much longer than the period of oscillation, then the corresponding phase model does have an explicit time delay.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many phenomena in biology, chemistry, and engineering can be described by a network of oscillators. The most spectacular example is a synchronous rhythmic ashing of re ies 1]. Among many other examples (see 2] and references therein) we mention synchronization of pacemaker cells of the heart 3], chemical waves 4], and rhythmic activity in the brain 5]. The latter has a prominent feature: the interaction delay between the oscillators can be as large as the oscillation period. Thus, the question: Can such a delay endow the oscillatory network with new dynamical features? In this paper we show that if the oscillators are weakly connected and the delay has the same magnitude as the period of oscillation, then it does not play any role and can be neglected. In contrast, the delay starts to play a signi cant role when it is comparable with 1=" periods, where " 1 is the strength of connections.
A. Phase Models
There is an intimate relationship between weakly connected oscillators and phase models. Namely, for any weakly connected network of oscillators of the form 0 Copyright The American Physical Society 1998. All rights reserved. c dx i dt = f i (x i ) + "g i (x 1 ; : : :; x n ) ; x i 2 R m ; " 1 ; (1) there is a continuous non-invertible local mapping p : R nm R ! T n , where T n is the n-torus, that projects solutions of (1) 
The key observation here is that the phase deviations ' i are slow variables: We introduce the slow time = "t and rewrite the system above in the form
Many researches keep only initial portion of Fourier series of the functions h i , which leads to the well-known Kuramoto's phase model
Here each parameter has a well-established meaning: ! i is the frequency deviation of the ith oscillator, s ij encodes the strength of connection from the jth to the ith oscillator, and each ij 2 S 1 is the natural phase di erence 6].
B. Phase Models With Delays
There is a number of papers 9{12] where the Kuramoto's model is considered with an explicit time delay
which takes into account the nite speed of interactions between the oscillators. This is de nitely the case in the neuroscience applications, since the transmission via non-myelin axons is very slow 13], and the delay may be signi cant (in comparison with the interspike period).
It is reasonable to assume that phase models with delays are canonical for weakly connected oscillators with explicit transmission delays dx i dt = f i (x i (t)) + "g i (x 1 (t ? ); : : :; x n (t ? )) : (3) The phase model for such a network was derived in 14, 6] (see also Corollary 2 below), and it turned out to be without any explicit delay, but only with an additional natural phase shift ; i.e., Without elaborating how the phase shift appears, let us discuss how the explicit time delay disappears. For this notice that the phase deviation variables, '( ), depend on the slow time = "t. Therefore, '("(t ? )) = '( ? " ) = '( ) + O(" ) ;
and the explicit time delay does disappear when = const, but " 1; that is, when the transmission delay is of the same order of magnitude as the period of oscillation. This is the case considered in 14, 6] . Obviously, the fact that nite transmission speed creates only a simple phase shift in the coupling functions h i could undermine the signi cance of studying phase models with delays.
In this paper we prove that if the transmission delay is long enough; i.e., it is comparable with 1=" cycles, then the phase model does acquire an explicit time delay. This should revive the interest to such phase models. proved that a direct product of exponentially asymptotically stable limit cycle attractors, M = 1 n , is a normally hyperbolic compact invariant manifold for the uncoupled system (4) (this may not be true for direct products of other normally hyperbolic invariant manifolds). Since that invariant manifold persists for " > 0, there is " 0 > 0 such that for all " " 0 system (3) has a normally hyperbolic invariant manifold in an "-neighborhood of M. Let us denote x i (t) = i (t + i ( )) + "P i (t; ; ") ; where smooth vector-functions "P i account for the "-perturbation of the invariant manifold M. Our goal below is to nd the equations for ' i ( ). For the sake of convenience we denote ' i ( ) simply by ' i .
II. MAIN RESULT
We di erentiate the equation above with respect to t to obtain dx i dt = To study existence and uniqueness of solutions to (6) one must consider the adjoint linear homogeneous system dq i (t; ' i ) dt = ?A i (t; ' i ) > q i (t; ' i ) (7) with a normalization condition, which we take in the form 1 2
Each limit cycle i is exponentially orbitally stable. Hence, a homogeneous (b 0) linear system of the form (6) and the adjoint system (7) have 1 as a simple Floquet multiplier, and the other multipliers are not on the unit circle. This implies, in particular, that the adjoint system (7) has a unique nontrivial periodic solution, say q i (t; ' i ), which can easily be found using standard numerical methods. Now we use the Fredholm alternative to conclude that the linear system (6) Due to the special form of the matrix A i (t; ' i ), it su ces to nd a solution q i (t; ' i ) to the adjoint system (7) for ' i = 0, and any other solution q i (t; ' i ) has the form q i (t; ' i ) = q i (t+' i ; 0), which we denote simply by q i (t+ ' i ). Now we rewrite the equation frequency-locks; that is, when '( ) approaches a hyperbolic limit cycle attractor (for the de nitions of frequency locking, phase locking, synchronization, etc., see Chapter 9 in 6]). If it does not, the remainder may a ect the dynamics signi cantly, and hence cannot be neglected.
III. DISCUSSION
In this paper we study how a nite transmission speed a ects weakly connected oscillators. We con rmed the result 14] that this always induces a natural phase shift into the phase model provided that the delay is not a multiple of a period.
When the delay in the weakly connected system is comparable with one or a few periods, no delayed term appears in the phase model. In contrast, when the transmission delay is comparable with many (1=") periods, the phase model does acquire an explicit time delay term. This may lead to rich and complicated dynamics even when there are only two weakly connected oscillators 9].
It should be stressed that the absolute value of the delay is not important. Only its relative size to the period matters. Thus, the axon transmission delay of, say, 100 ms induces only a natural phase shift between periodically spiking neurons with the frequency 10 Hz, but the same transmission delay may be important and could not be removed from the phase equations if the neurons re with the frequency 100 Hz, and the strength of connections is " 0:1.
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